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Abstract 

Social norms-based interventions offer a promising avenue to encourage proenvironmental 

behavior change. From a social identity perspective, it is argued that social norms 

communications will be maximally effective when they are tied to salient group memberships 

and supportive ingroup norms are communicated. Across four studies conducted in a water 

scarce region in England we demonstrate that a water conservation ingroup norms appeal 

encourages a shift in behavioral intentions and behavior. We provide initial evidence of the 

efficacy of the appeal against an information-only message (Study 1) and the mediating role 

of perceived ingroup norms (Study 2). Across two randomized control field trials, we find the 

appeal is more effective than a general social norms appeal (Study 3) and that sign-ups to a 

water-savings program significantly increase when the appeal is integrated into existing 

promotional materials (Study 4). We conclude by discussing how these insights can offer 

new perspectives on proenvironmental behavior change.  

 

Keywords: Social identity, Residential water conservation, Social norms, Ingroup norms, 

Group identification, Behavior change intervention  
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Optimizing the influence of social norms interventions: Applying social identity insights 

to motivate residential water conservation 

In regions that experience water scarcity, the impacts can be insidious and far-reaching. 

The World Economic Forum (2015) declared that water crises were the top global risk in 

terms of impact. Within the UK, water shortages are recognized as one of the greatest 

climate-change related threats (Committee on Climate Change, 2016). Ensuring a sustainable 

water supply requires a multifaceted approach. This will become increasingly important as 

demand for water continues to rise. In the residential sector alone, demand is projected to 

increase by 30% by 2050 (OECD, 2012). Behavioral-based approaches to encourage water 

conservation can form an integral part of demand reduction strategies. However, far less 

attention has been paid to investigating water-related interventions in comparison to other 

residential interventions surrounding energy and recycling (Fielding et al., 2013; Gregory & 

Leo, 2003). In the present research, we demonstrate how a social identity approach can be 

applied to develop more effective and better-targeted behavior change interventions for 

reducing residential water demand.  

The Social Influence Approach to Proenvironmental Behavior Change 

Traditionally, public environmental campaigns have been formulated around the 

assumption of a knowledge deficit; the belief that suboptimal behavior results from lack of 

knowledge (Burgess, Harrison, & Filius, 1998; Schultz, 2002). Applied to water 

conservation, the knowledge deficit model would predict that individuals might not conserve 

water because they lack sufficient knowledge about the severity of water shortages or 

effective actions that can be undertaken. However, evidence of the effectiveness of ‘save 

water’ campaigns is scare (Syme, Nancarrow, & Seligman, 2000). While information-based 

approaches may increase knowledge, increased knowledge does not necessarily translate into 

behavior change (Abrahamse, Steg, Vlek, & Rothengatter, 2005; Geller, Bechtel, & 
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Churchman, 2002). Instead, research suggests it may be more effective to appeal to people’s 

social motivations and provide information regarding the activities of other people. ‘Social 

norms’ refer to a set of beliefs about what the majority of other people do, or approve of 

doing (Cialdini & Trost, 1998).  

An emerging literature suggests that social norms-based interventions may offer a 

promising avenue for encouraging water conservation. Fielding and colleagues (2013), for 

instance, demonstrated that providing social norms information outlining the water saving 

behavior undertaken by water efficient households and providing personalized feedback led 

to a reduction in consumption in a water scarce region in Australia. Similarly, Schultz and 

colleagues (2016) showed that personalized water consumption feedback coupled with 

normative information about the usage of other households led to a reduction in household 

water use compared to an information-only or no-treatment control condition. And, although 

null results have been observed (e.g. Kurz, Donaghue, & Walker, 2005), a recent review of 

the effectiveness of smart-meter based consumption feedback concluded that coupling 

feedback with normative information about the usage of other households can effectively 

encourage water conservation (Sønderlund, Smith, Hutton, Kapelan, & Savic, 2016). The 

present research seeks not only to expand the empirical evidence base for social-norms 

interventions as a means of reducing water demand, but also to consider how the 

effectiveness of such interventions can be maximized by drawing on insights from the social 

identity perspective.  

 

The Social Identity Perspective: Moving from Social Norms to Ingroup Norms  

The social identity approach incorporates two interrelated theories – social identity 

theory (Abrams & Hogg, 1988; Tajfel & Turner, 1979) and its extension, self-categorization 

theory (Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, & Wetherell, 1987) – which seek to explain how 
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individuals’ attitudes, emotions and behaviors are shaped by the groups to which we belong. 

According to the social identity approach, individuals define themselves not only in terms of 

their personal traits (e.g. ‘I am athletic’), but also in terms of their group memberships (e.g. ‘I 

am Australian’). This group-based definition of the self forms an individual’s social identity. 

When we think about ourselves in terms of a specific group membership, or a group 

membership is becomes salient in a certain situation, that social identity forms the basis for 

self-definition. Rather than see ourselves as unique individuals defined in terms of 

idiosyncratic personal attributes, we see ourselves as an exemplar of the group defined in 

terms of the same group-defining attributes as other members of that group. This cognitive 

redefinition of the self is known as depersonalization, or self-stereotyping.  

According to the social identity approach, social influence operates on the basis of 

salient group identities through a process of referent informational influence (Turner et al., 

1987; Turner, Wetherell, & Hogg, 1989) - the theory of group influence under the social 

identity approach. When we self-categorize as members of a particular group, we answer the 

question, ‘Who am I?’ in terms of the characteristics that we share with other group 

members. We also answer the question, ‘What should I do?’ with reference to the ingroup 

stereotype. The process of depersonalization assimilates the self to the group prototype and 

thus, an individual’s behavior becomes group-based and guided by the norms of the social 

category or group. Moreover, because the norms are internalized as part of the individual’s 

self-concept and are linked to his or her membership to that group, the norm may exert 

influence over behavior even in the absence of other group members (Abrams & Hogg, 

1990). Identification-based conformity is not a process of surface compliance, but of genuine 

internalization of a group’s attitudes, emotions, and behaviors as one’s own.  

While the social identity approach was originally developed to understand prejudice 

and intergroup relations, researchers have recently called for a social identity analysis of 
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proenvironmental behavior (Fielding & Hornsey, 2016; Fritsche, Barth, Jugert, Masson, & 

Reese, 2017). The value of the social identity approach for behavior change interventions is 

that it serves to clarify which ‘others’ will influence behavior. From this perspective, norms 

are tied to a specific group and exert their influence because that specific group is 

behaviorally-relevant. Experimental research has supported this claim, typically through 

manipulations of ingroup norms or stereotypes that impact on people’s attitudinal and 

behavioral responses (e.g. Hogg & Turner, 1987; Simon & Hamilton, 1994; Terry, Hogg, & 

McKimmie, 2000; Turner & Reynolds, 2008). Mackie and Cooper (1984) for instance, asked 

participants to listen to a taped group discussion and were either given no information about 

their relationship to the group on the tape (the uncategorized condition) or told that they were 

going to join it (the categorized condition). When asked to express their own views, only the 

judgements of the categorized participants showed conformity to the normative position of 

the group. Research also demonstrates that classic social influence effects (e.g. Asch, 1955; 

Sherif, 1936), do not occur when the source of social influence is an outgroup member 

(Abrams, Wetherell, Cochrane, Hogg, & Turner, 1990), and individuals will actively contrast 

away from the stereotype of the outgroup in intergroup comparative contexts (e.g. Doosje, 

Haslam, Spears, Oakes, & Koomen, 1998; Rabinovich, Morton, Postmes, & Verplanken, 

2012). When it comes to developing environmental behavior change tools, the implication is 

that rather than simply communicating that the majority of ‘others’ are undertaking or 

approve of a given behavior, communications should focus specifically on ‘ingroup others’. 

 Some existing findings related to proenvironmental behavior change can be considered 

through the lens of the social identity approach. In an experiment aiming to increase towel 

reuse in a hotel setting, Goldstein and colleagues (2008) found that normative information 

was most influential when it focused specifically on ‘other hotel guests who stayed in this 

room’, as opposed to the broader category of ‘fellow guests’. Similarly, in an investigation of 
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household energy consumption in California, Nolan and colleagues (2008; cited in 

Griskevicius, Cialdini, & Goldstein, 2008) found that the influence of perceived social norms 

grew stronger the closer and more similar the referent group was to the individual. The 

decision to conserve energy was most powerfully influenced by the norms of other residents 

in one’s specific community, followed by other people in their city, followed by other 

Californians generally. The social identity perspective suggests the effectiveness of these 

messages relates to the perception that ‘others’ who stayed in the hotel room previously, or 

who live in one’s local community represent fellow ingroup members.  

Evidence of the importance of ingroup norms in promoting proenvironmental behaviors 

is also suggested by research examining the determinants of behavior within a theory of 

planned behavior framework (TPB; Ajzen, 1985, 1991). The TPB posits that behavior is most 

proximally predicted by behavioral intentions, which in turn are predicted by attitudes, 

perceived behavioral control, and subjective norms. Within the original formation of the 

TPB, subjective norms refer to the approval of ‘important others’. The integration of social 

identity concepts has more recently demonstrated how focusing on specific referent group 

norms, rather than the expectations and desires of generalized others, can increase the 

models’ predictive validity. For example, Terry, Hogg, and White (1999) found that 

perceived ingroup norms predicted intentions to engage in recycling behaviors, beyond 

standard TPB variables. Similarly, in a sample of farmers, Fielding, Terry, Masser, and Hogg 

(2008) showed ingroup norms influence intentions to engage in sustainable agricultural 

practices. 

Research has recently provided some direct support for the ability of an ingroup norm 

appeal to promote household water conservation. In a field study conducted in California by 

Seyranian, Sinatra and Polikoff (2015; see also Seyranian, 2014) households were provided 

with a short communication that linked general proenvironmental behaviors to a local city 
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identity using high levels of inclusive language to portray that acting proenvironmentally is a 

normative component of ‘who we are’ and ‘what we stand for’ as a city (p. 85). The 

intervention successfully reduced household water consumption compared to households 

exposed to information alone. No discernible difference was found between the appeal that 

focused on a specific referent group and a standard social norms appeal, however this may be 

because the social norms condition was delivered in conjunction with comparative water 

usage feedback. In line with the referent informational influence process, an ingroup norms 

appeal should be maximally effective when it is framed in reference to the ingroup. 

Therefore, it is important to test an appeal that frames water conservation behavior as being 

normative of the targeted ingroup (e.g. residents, rather than the city government). In other 

evidence, Mallett and Melchiori (2016) recently found that a campaign that described 

members of a university community as water savers led to a reduction in water consumption 

in the university halls of residence. No comparison was made to a standard social-norms 

approach however, and the campaign contained other persuasive elements (including free 

gifts and water-saving pledges). It was therefore not possible to isolate the effect of 

delivering ingroup-normative information.  

The Present Research 

The current package of studies aims to provide a comprehensive test of the impact of 

an ingroup norms appeal on water conservation behavior. Existing research demonstrates the 

power of normative messages for encouraging proenvironmental behavior (e.g. Allcott, 2011; 

Nolan, Schultz, Cialdini, Goldstein, & Griskevicius, 2008; Schultz, Nolan, Cialdini, 

Goldstein, & Griskevicius, 2007), and water conservation behavior specifically (e.g. Fielding 

et al., 2013; Schultz et al., 2016). Given the potential for social norms interventions to 

contribute to the water demand-management tool-kit, it has now become important to 

understand whether there are ways to optimize the approach. Utilizing social identity insights 
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(Tajfel & Turner, 1986; Turner et al., 1987), it is predicted that messages providing a group 

context and source - highlighting a social identity while promoting ingroup norms favoring 

water conservation behavior (an ingroup norms appeal) - will encourage corresponding 

behavior change. Here, we aim to empirically test an ingroup norms appeal, in which the 

targeted social identity is made salient (e.g. a local region; city; or community), and this is 

then tied to water conservation efforts by stressing that this behavior is ingroup normative 

and defines and characterizes the group identity. 

 Our investigation is organized around four central questions (and experiments): 1) Are 

ingroup norm appeals more effective than information alone? 2) Are intervention effects 

driven by changes in perceived ingroup norms? 3) Are ingroup norm appeals more effective 

than general social norms appeals? 4) Can ingroup norms interventions impact actual 

behavior? This research was conducted in Norfolk in the East of England, a region prone to 

water stress (Committee on Climate Change, 2016).  

 

Study 1 – Are ingroup norm appeals more effective than information alone? 

Study 1 aimed to provide initial evidence for the ability of an ingroup norms appeal to 

increase individuals’ intentions to engage in water conservation behaviors. We compared the 

effectiveness of this approach against two control conditions – an information-only control 

and a no-treatment control. The information-only control allowed the effects of receiving 

information about the importance of saving water to be separated from the effects of social 

information that suggests this behavior is normative of one’s social group. The no-treatment 

control served as a baseline and a test of the effectiveness of information provision alone.   

Participants and Design 

A total of 143 participants were recruited from a public square at a university in the 

East of England. The sample consisted of 100 females and 43 males, aged between 18 and 44 
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(M = 21.82, SD = 4.17). No exclusions were made. Participants were randomly assigned to 

one of three conditions in a between-subjects design: ingroup norms appeal (n = 46); 

information-only (n = 50); or no-treatment control (n = 47). Responses were collected via 

pen-and-paper-based questionnaires. Ethics approval from the university’s ethics board was 

granted for each experiment in this paper.  

Procedure 

 Following the informed consent process, participants were presented with the 

experimental manipulations. Participants in the information only condition were presented 

with a short text urging the importance of saving water around the home. Specifically, 

participants in the information-only condition read: 

Save Water. Although water may seem abundant, fresh water is a limited 

resource. You can do your bit to save water around the house – in the 

kitchen, in the bathroom, and while washing clothes. 

In the ingroup norms condition, this same information was augmented with normative 

information. The university group represented the referent group for the norms 

manipulation. The intervention urged not just the importance of saving water, but that this 

behavior was ingroup normative and embedded in the university student identity. A graphic 

logo related to the university was included to increase the salience of this group identity 

(see: Seyranian, 2014; Seyranian et al., 2015). The text incorporated both injunctive and 

descriptive supportive norms, consistent with findings from prior research (e.g. Cialdini, 

Kallgren, & Reno, 1991; Schultz, Nolan, Cialdini, Goldstein, & Griskevicius, 2007) 

demonstrating that the effectiveness of social norms messaging can be enhanced if 

injunctive and descriptive norms are both positive and supportive of the targeted behavior. 

Specifically, participants in the ingroup norms condition read: 
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UEA Students Save Water. Although water may seem abundant, fresh water 

is a limited resource. As UEA students, saving water and caring for the 

environment is part of who we are. We’re proud to be water savers and we 

do our bit to save water around the house – in the kitchen, in the bathroom, 

and while washing clothes. 

Participants in the no-treatment control condition did not read any information but 

went immediately on to complete the dependent measure. The dependent variable was 

participants’ intentions to engage in water conservation. Participants indicated how likely 

they were to engage in various water-saving behaviors over the next few weeks (from 1 = 

not at all likely to 7 = very likely). Behaviors included: ‘Turn off the tap when brushing 

teeth’ and ‘Whenever possible, set the shower pressure to a low, or medium, rather than high 

level’. These items were selected from a range of tips offered by the region’s water utility 

company (Anglian Water, 2015) and were recognized as being effective approaches which 

were unrestrained by context (e.g. it did not matter if respondents had a garden or not, or 

were able to install water efficient devices or not). Items were combined into a composite 

index of behavioral intentions (α = .66). To conclude the experiment, participants provided 

demographic information and were thanked and debriefed.  

Results and Discussion 

A univariate ANOVA tested the difference in water saving intentions between 

conditions. A significant omnibus effect was observed, F(2,140) = 10.61, p < .001, η²  = .13. 

Intentions followed the predicted step-wise trend. A Bonferroni post hoc analysis revealed 

that intentions were significantly higher in the ingroup norms condition (M = 5.28, SD =0.85) 

compared to the no-treatment control condition (M = 4.48, SD = 0.91), Mdiff = 0.79, 95% CI 

[0.38, 1.20], p = < .001, and marginally higher than the information-only condition (M = 

4.90, SD = 0.73), Mdiff = 0.38, 95% CI [-.03, 0.79], p = .080. Intentions were significantly 
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higher in the information-only condition compared to the control condition, Mdiff = 0.41, 

95% CI [0.04, 0.82], p = .047 (see Figure 1).  

 

 

Figure 1. Mean water conservation intention scores across the three conditions: no-treatment 

control; information-only; and ingroup norms appeal    

 

Study 1 provided initial evidence for the efficacy of an ingroup norms appeal by 

comparing the effectiveness of this approach to an information-only and no-treatment 

control. We do find evidence that providing information about the importance of saving 

water increased intentions to do so compared to baseline. Although the difference between 

the information-only condition and the ingroup norms appeal was not statistically significant 

(p = .068), the general trend suggests it may be even more effective to frame this information 
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as being normative of one’s social group, consistent with a social identity-based process 

(Hogg & Turner, 1987; Turner, 1982).  

 

Study 2 - Are intervention effects driven by changes in perceived ingroup norms? 

According to the social identity approach, the process through which representations 

of the ingroup (e.g. norms, stereotypes) become the basis for behavior is internalization; 

people internalize the norms and values of the groups they belong to by incorporating that 

social identity as an aspect of their self-concept (Tajfel & Turner, 1986; Turner et al., 1987). 

Congruent with the referent informational influence process, if people learn of a normative 

attitude or behavior of the ingroup, they will use this normative information as a cue to guide 

their own behavior. This framework suggests our intervention approach is effective because it 

increases perceptions of ingroup norms surrounding water conservation, which then 

subsequently act as a guide for individual’s behavior as a group member. Study 2 sought to 

provide an empirical test of this hypothesis. We expected that the intervention would change 

individuals’ behavioral intentions, mediated by changes in perceived ingroup norms. 

Participants and Design 

Members of the public were approached in the center of Norwich, a city in the East of 

England. A total of 126 volunteers were recruited over a two-day period. The referent group 

for the experimental manipulation was the residential city and participants were asked to 

confirm that they lived in Norwich before beginning the survey. Two participants were 

removed from the analysis because they were not city residents. The final sample consisted of 

124 individuals (62 females and 62 males) aged between 18 and 86 (M = 40.07, SD = 15.74). 

Having established the effects of the ingroup norms intervention in comparison to an 

information-based campaign in Study 1, the design was refined in Study 2 to focus only on 

the comparison between the ingroup norms intervention and a no-treatment control. 
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Participants were randomly assigned to either the intervention condition (n = 63) or the 

control condition (n = 61) in a between-subjects design.  

Procedure  

The intervention text was adapted from that used in Study 1 with several refinements. 

Using survey data collected as part of a pre-test (n = 40), we identified several water-saving 

actions that people from the local region commonly reported performing. This helped to 

create a picture of supportive ingroup norms surrounding water conservation (behaviors 

included: waiting until there is a full load of washing before beginning a wash cycle; turning 

off taps if they haven’t been shut off properly; and turning off the tap when brushing teeth). 

This information was also reinforced by a quote ostensibly from a local resident, expressing 

their support for water conservation efforts. To help incentivize participation, respondents 

were given a free magnet that displayed a cartoon water droplet figure and the message 

‘Norwich Saves Water’. Participants in the no-treatment control condition also received a free 

magnet, which contained just the illustration and no message.  

 Participants then completed the dependent variables. Perceived ingroup norms were 

measured with four items, including ‘Members of the Norwich community think that saving 

water is important’, and ‘Most members of the Norwich community try to conserve water’ 

(from 1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree, α = .86). Following the norm items, six 

items measured participants’ intentions to engage in water conservation behaviors.  

Items were adapted from Study 1. Participants indicated on a seven-point scale how likely it 

was that they would perform each behavior over the next few months (from 1 = not at all 

likely to 7 = very likely). To reduce the possibility of demand characteristics, we did not 

include any of the behaviors specifically mentioned in the experimental text. New items 

included: ‘Try to cook food with as little water as possible’ and ‘Try to soak pots and pans 
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instead of letting water run when washing dishes’ (α = .86). To conclude the experiment, 

participants provided demographic information and were thanked and debriefed. 

Results and Discussion 

 In line with predictions, an independent samples t-test confirmed that water 

conservation intentions were significantly higher in the intervention condition (M = 5.59, SD 

= 1.00), compared to the control (M = 4.96, SD = 1.32), Mdiff = 0.63, 95% CI [-1.04, -.21], 

t(122) = 3.00, p = .003, d = .54 (see Figure 2). 

A second t-test examined the direct effect of the intervention on perceived ingroup 

norms. Water conservations ingroup norms were marginally higher in the intervention 

condition (M = 4.34, SD = 1.09), relative to the control (M = 3.99, SD = 1.09), Mdiff = 0.35, 

95% CI [-74, .03], t (122) = 1.810, p = .073, d = .33 (see Figure 2).  

 

 

Figure 2. Mean water conservation intentions (left bars; no pattern) and perception of 

ingroup water conservation norm (right bars; pattern) scores across the two conditions: no-

treatment control and ingroup norms appeal    
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A mediation analysis was then conducted to investigate whether the effect of the 

intervention on behavioral intentions could be explained by an increase in perceived water 

conservation ingroup norms. The analysis was conducted using bootstrapped tests of the 

indirect path (based on 5,000 bootstrapped resamples), with effects calculated using Hayes 

(2013) PROCESS macro (Model 4). Experimental condition was entered as the independent 

variable (0 = control, 1 = intervention), ingroup water conservation norms as the mediator, 

and intentions to engage in water conservation behaviors as the dependent variable. The 

mediation model is depicted in Figure 3. In line with expectations, there was a significant 

indirect effect of condition on intentions through ingroup norms, b = .14, SE = .08, with a 

bias corrected confidence interval of .0025 to .3223. That is, the intervention led to 

perceptions that water conservation was ingroup normative, which in turn lead to higher 

intentions to engage in water conservation behaviors.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Water Conservation 

Ingroup Norms  

Water Conservation 

Intentions 

Condition (0 = control, 

1 = intervention) 

.35 [-.03, .74]* .39 [.21, .57] *** 

.63 [.22, 1.05] ** 

.30 (.06) *** 

(.19) ** 
.49 [.10, .89]** 

 

 

Figure 3. Mediational model of the relationship between the intervention condition and water 

conservation intentions through ingroup water conservation norms (Study 2) 

Note: Path estimates represent unstandardized coefficients.  95% confidence intervals presented in 

parentheses. 

 *p < .10  **p < .05 *** p < .001 
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The results of Study 2 provide further insight into the efficacy of our ingroup norms 

appeal and confirm the underlying mediational process. Results suggest that individuals 

internalized the intervention material as normative information about the ingroup, and 

subsequently intended to act in line with those norms. Interestingly the mediation was only 

partial, suggesting that other processes are also at play. It is possible, for instance, that 

communicating supportive ingroup norms surrounding water conservation may also increase 

perceptions of collective efficacy (e.g. Morton, Rabinovich, Marshall, & Bretschneider, 

2011). If an individual perceives that there is a collective effort to conserve water in their 

community (e.g. ‘many drops will fill the bucket’; Bonniface & Henley, 2008), they may be 

more likely to engage in sustainable water behaviors. 

Study 3 - Are ingroup norm appeals more effective than general social norms appeals? 

In two studies, we have now provided evidence of the power of an ingroup norms 

appeal to influence the water conservation behavioral intentions of group members. The 

strongest test of our approach, however, is to compare it to a standard social norms appeal. 

Drawing on a social identity perspective, we expect norm adherence to be strongest when 

norms are tied to specific versus general referents. Study 3 directly tested this assumption. 

Seyranian and colleagues (2015) previously failed to find evidence of higher levels of 

behavior change following an ingroup norms intervention compared to a standard social 

norms intervention (both were effective compared to baselines). However, the actual content 

of the intervention was different across these two conditions, limiting the ability to make 

meaningful comparisons. While the ingroup norms intervention involved a short 

communication constructed with group level rhetoric, the social norms intervention involved 

personalized water usage feedback which was augmented with information about whether 

their usage was above or below the neighborhood mean. Moreover, this social norms 

intervention may have inadvertently tapped into the influence potential of group-level norms 
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by referring to the “average home in your neighborhood” (Seyranian et al., 2015, p. 85). 

Additionally, in the social identity communication, normative information was provided in 

reference to the city government, rather than the ingroup members (city residents) per se. In 

Study 3 we sought to provide a more controlled examination of normative communications 

that focus on global social norms, compared to those that are informed by the social identity 

approach and focus specifically on ingroup norms.  

A second aim of Study 3 was to test our intervention in the field, focusing specifically 

on showering behavior. This study was conducted within university halls of residence. We 

sought to encourage students to shorten their time in the shower by enhancing perceptions of 

normative support for this behavior. It is recommended that interventions should be designed 

to target high-impact behaviors (Steg & Vlek, 2009), and showering accounts for the largest 

proportion of total household water consumption in the UK (Energy Saving Trust, 2013). At 

the university where this research was conducted, student accommodation accounts for 64% 

of the total water consumed on campus (UEA, 2016). Any reduction in water used in the 

shower would therefore have clear benefits. It was expected that normative appeals would be 

most effective when they focus on a specific, behaviorally-relevant referent group, rather 

than enhancing perceptions of normative support for the behavior across a range of potential 

reference points.   

Participants and Design  

 Data was collected from first-year undergraduate participants living in the halls of 

residence at the same university as used in Study 1. A total of 1019 single occupancy en-suite 

rooms were available across three residential blocks. Each room was randomly assigned to 

one of the three conditions in a between-subjects design: ingroup norms; social norms; or 

control (no-intervention). Rather than manipulating the independent variable at the level of 

residential block and risk any block-related confounds (e.g. blocks being different in style or 
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condition), each of the three residential blocks were divided into subgroups and each 

subgroup was allocated to one of the three conditions (e.g. Group A across all three 

residential blocks was allocated to the ingroup norms condition, Group B to the social norms 

condition, and so forth). Of the 1019 rooms included in the trial (sample size was 

maximized), a total of 512 questionnaire responses were received from their occupants 

(50.24% return rate). The final sample consisted of 303 females, 198 males, one transgender 

participant, and 10 who did not report their gender. All respondents were in their first-year at 

university, as reflected by a rather narrow age distribution (M = 19.06, SD = 1.31). 

Responses were relatively equally distributed across the ingroup norms intervention 

condition (n = 193); social norms intervention condition (n = 167); and the control condition 

(n = 152).  

Procedure 

 Intervention materials were installed while students were away from the university for 

Easter break. During this time, members of the university cleaning team went into rooms and 

placed waterproof stickers bearing the intervention messages in students’ en-suite shower 

cubicles. The intervention text can be seen in Figure 4. The behavior targeted by the 

intervention was a reduction in shower time by 1 or 2 minutes (translating to 7-14 liters of 

water per shower). The social norms intervention sought to encourage this behavior by 

suggesting it represents a common water saving strategy used by other people generally. In 

the ingroup norms intervention, the normative information was the same, but this time a 

group context and source was provided. Saving water by reducing time in the shower by one 

or two minutes was presented as something that was normative amongst other students at the 

university. An illustration of a university mascot also accompanied the text to increase the 

salience of the social identity. No sticker was placed in the rooms assigned to the control 

condition.  
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Figure 4. Waterproof stickers used in the social norms condition (left) and the ingroup norms 

(right) in Study 3.  

 

The intervention period began when students returned to the residences for the spring 

semester. Two weeks later, members of the university cleaning team left a survey in every 

room, along with a bag of sweets to incentivize participation. Completed surveys were 

collected by the cleaning team on their return visits. The principle dependent variable was 

participants’ self-reported shower duration. Participants were asked to estimate how long 

they spent in the shower, on average, over the last two weeks (post-intervention shower 

duration), as well as how long they generally spent in the shower, not including the last two 

weeks (pre-intervention shower duration). By way of a manipulation check, we also 
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measured participants’ awareness of the stickers that had been placed in their bathroom, “Did 

you notice a new sign or sticker in your bathroom over the last two weeks?” (0 = no, 1 = yes).  

Results and Discussion  

 Manipulation checks. Awareness of the intervention stickers was high across both 

the social norms intervention condition (94%), and social identity intervention condition 

(95.7%) suggesting participants attended to the intervention material.  

Self-reported shower time.  A univariate ANOVA was first conducted to confirm that 

there were no difference between condition on pre-intervention self-reported shower 

duration, F(2, 511) = .933, p = .394. To test for intervention effects, an ANCOVA was 

conducted to determine if there was a difference between conditions on post-intervention 

self-reported shower duration. Pre-intervention showering time was included as a covariate. 

Post-intervention shower duration was significantly different between conditions, F(2, 508) = 

4.74, p = .009, η² = .018. Bonferroni post hoc analysis revealed that the mean increase in 

post-intervention shower duration (minutes) from the no-treatment control to the general 

social norms appeal condition was not statistically significant (Mdiff  = .05, 95% CI [-.62, 

.73], p = 1.00) (see also Table 1). There was a statistically significant increase from the no-

treatment control to the ingroup norms appeal condition (Mdiff = .73, 95% CI [.08, 1.39], p = 

.022).  There was also a statistically significant increase from the general social norms appeal 

condition to the ingroup norms appeal condition (Mdiff = .68, 95% CI [.04, 1.32], p = .032) 

(see Figure 5).  
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Table 1 Means, Standard Deviations, and Mean Difference of Pre-Intervention and Post-

Intervention Average Shower Time (Minutes) Per Condition  

 Pre-intervention  Post-intervention  Mean 

Difference 

 M SD  M SD  MDiff 

No-treatment Control 12.06 7.45  11.34 6.78  0.63 

General Social Norms  11.95 7.29  11.19 7.17  0.76 

Ingroup Norms  11.14 6.27  9.82 5.49  1.32 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Mean post-intervention shower duration (minutes) by condition in Study 3. Pre-

intervention shower duration is included as a covariate.   
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 The results of Study 3 support our reconceptualization of the role of social norms in 

environmental behavior change interventions. In a field study conducted in university halls of 

residence, we aimed to encourage individuals to save water by reducing their time in the 

shower. Our interventions were designed to increase perceptions of normative support for this 

behavior at either a general societal level, or the group level. As predicted by the social 

identity perspective (Tajfel & Turner, 1986; Turner et al., 1987), an ingroup norms appeal  

was more effective than a standard social norms appeal. Only when the normative 

information was tied to a contextually-salient group membership did individuals align their 

behavior to this norm. Results do, however, rely on participants’ own estimates of shower 

duration, which are susceptible to demand characteristics. It is possible that participants may 

have guessed the experimental hypotheses and adjusted their estimates in accordance with 

what they believed the experimenter expected of them (i.e. a reduction in shower time over 

the intervention period). Encouragingly, both intervention conditions were subject to the 

same demand yet significant reductions were only observed in the ingroup norms condition. 

Nevertheless, it is important to go on to test the effects of our intervention approach on a 

direct measure of behavior, beyond self-reports.  

Study 4 - Can ingroup norms interventions impact actual behavior? 

Study 4 sought to confirm the effects of an ingroup norms appeal on a direct measure 

of water conservation behavior. The study was conducted in collaboration with a local water 

utility company which is responsible for over six million domestic and commercial customers 

in the East of England. As part of their service, they offer a free residential retrofitting service 

(the ‘Bits and Bobs’ program) whereby a plumber visits the customer’s property and fits 

water efficiency devices, including low-flow showerheads and low-flow tap inserts. It is 

estimated that households save an average of 41 liters per day following the visit (Anglian 

Water, 2017). Households are currently recruited for the program via a postal letter. In this 
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study we tested whether adapting this letter to include an additional ingroup norms appeal 

would increase the likelihood of households signing up to the program.  

Participants and Design  

The study was conducted in Norfolk, England in November, 2016. The sample 

consisted of all metered households within 34 towns and villages in the southeast of the 

region. The total sample was 2306 households. Data was not available regarding household-

level characteristics. Households were randomly assigned to receive either the standard 

control letter (n = 1158), or the intervention letter that contained the ingroup norms appeal (n 

= 1148).   

Procedure 

Participants in the control group received a copy of standard, existing letter used by the 

company. It outlined why saving water was important in the region, the details of the retrofit 

program, the benefits of signing-up (saving water, energy, and money), and details of how to 

register. In the intervention condition, this letter was supplemented with an additional social 

identity appeal, displayed as a banner at the top of the letter (see Figure 6). The referent 

group for the manipulation was the local county (Norfolk), which encompasses all 34 towns 

and villages included in the mail-out. The message referred to water-saving ingroup norms 

and suggested that many other local residents had already signed up for the program. An 

illustration of a windmill, which is considered an icon of the local area, accompanied the 

message. All residents were given the opportunity to contact the water utility to register for 

the program either by telephone, returning an enclosed form, or online. The water utility 

company collated sign-ups across these platforms and provided the final data six weeks after 

the letters had been posted. 
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Figure 6. Ingroup norms appeal included at the beginning of customer letters in Study 4.  

 

Results and Discussion 

A chi-squared analysis confirmed that the proportion of households who signed up to 

the program was significantly higher in the ingroup norms intervention condition, 4.97%, 

than in the control condition, 2.59%, χ²(1, n = 2306) = 8.95, p = 0.02. Examination of the 

odds ratio revealed that households who received the letter with the additional ingroup norms 

appeal were 1.97 times (95% CI [1.25, 3.08]) more likely to sign-up for the water-saving 

program than those who received the standard letter. 

These results provide further support that ingroup norms messaging can encourage 

water-conservation efforts. In this study, we collaborated with the region’s water utility 

company to increase sign-ups for a retrofitting program by incorporating an ingroup norms 

appeal into promotional materials. Sign-up rates were significantly higher amongst 

households who received our amended letter compared to those who received a standard 

letter containing no normative information. Measuring sign-ups to a retrofitting program 

provides a direct measure of water conservation behavior, and increasing participation in 

such programs is an important aim. Initiatives such as ‘Bits and Bobs’ can deliver substantial 

water savings in the residential sector. In this study, overall sign-up rates were low, which 

speaks to the limitations of unsolicited letters as a communication method (Sinclair, O’Toole, 

Malawaraarachchi, & Leder, 2012). However, with the program estimated to deliver an 
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average saving of 41 liters per household per day, the increase in the number of sign-ups 

achieved as a result of this intervention equate to a projected annual savings of over 400,000 

litres1.   

General Discussion 

The social identity approach (Tajfel & Turner, 1986; Turner et al., 1987) 

demonstrates that the attitudinal and behavioral characteristics of psychologically-relevant 

referent groups can be a powerful influence. In line with the referent informational influence 

process, when a particular social identity is salient, people cognitively represent and self-

stereotype themselves as ingroup members and their attitudes and behaviors assimilate to the 

norms of the group. We predicted that messages highlighting promoting ingroup norms 

favoring water conservation would encourage corresponding behavior change amongst group 

members. Four studies tested this core hypothesis. 

Study 1 provided initial evidence for the effectiveness of an ingroup norms appeal. 

The observed trend suggested that participants who read about supportive ingroup norms 

surrounding water conservation subsequently expressed greater intentions to engage in 

various water saving behaviors compared to those who only received information about the 

importance of saving water, or no information at all. Study 2 provided initial insight into the 

underlying mediating process. The intervention tended to enhance perceptions of ingroup 

water conservation norms and a mediation analysis suggested this strengthening of perceived 

ingroup norms subsequently initiated a shift in intended behavior. Study 3 then went on to 

test whether an ingroup norms appeal, focusing on the norms of a specific referent group, 

would be more effective than a standard social norms-based intervention that focuses on the 

norms of generalized others. Results support the conclusion that the effectiveness of 

normative messages increases when emphasis is placed on the referent group attached to the 

norm, rather than on general social norms. Finally, Study 4 rolled-out this intervention 

approach in collaboration with the region’s water utility company and showed that the 
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inclusion of an ingroup norms appeal successfully increased participation in a water 

efficiency retrofitting program.        

Our findings have meaningful implications for the design of environmental 

campaigns. From a social identity perspective, norms are tied to specific groups, and a norm 

has its effect because that group is behaviorally-relevant. People are influenced by ingroup 

norms as they prescribe the context-specific attitudes and behaviors appropriate for group 

members (Terry & Hogg, 1996). The implication is that practitioners should focus on the 

norms of a referent group that is salient in the behavioral context. On the basis of our findings 

we recommend that campaigns that address local environmental issues should aim to 

showcase proenvironmental norms (i.e. relating to water conservation) of the group as a 

defining element of the group identity. Activating the regional identity - such as a local city, 

neighborhood or community - and communicating credible information about the behavior 

and practices of ingroup members should strengthen perceived ingroup norms regarding 

water conservation, resulting in increased water-savings efforts amongst community 

members. 

There are some limitations of the present research that should be acknowledged. 

Firstly, only marginally significant effects of the intervention were found in Study 1 (in 

comparison to information-only) and Study 2 (perceptions of ingroup norms). Sample sizes 

were chosen throughout this investigation to be consistent with other related experimental 

manipulations of social information (e.g. Masson & Fritsche, 2014; Rabinovich, Morton, 

Postmes, & Verplanken, 2012; Toner et al., 2012). However, in Study 1 and 2 some key 

effects did not reach conventional levels of significance. We conducted post-hoc analyses in 

G*Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007) to find out whether Study 1 and Study 2 

had enough power to detect the hypotheses results. In Study 1 the comparison between the 

ingroup norms condition and the information-only condition only reached marginal 
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significance. The effect size of this particular comparison was d = 0.47. The power to detect 

an effect of this size in the two present conditions in Study 1 was determined to be 0.73. In 

Study 2 the effect of the intervention on perceptions of ingroup norms did not reach full 

significance. A second power analysis reveals that this comparison (d = 0.32) was also 

underpowered with an observed power of 0.57. Across all studies, the observed effect sizes 

are relatively small.This is consistent with prior research on social norms (Fielding et al. 

2013; Schultz et al. 2016). It is crucial to acknowledge that such interventions should not be 

viewed as a panacea to water challenges. Instead, they should be viewed as meaningful 

addition to the water demand management strategy tool-kit which can be easily integrated 

into campaign material at little extra cost (Lede & Meleady, 2019). 

Second, it is important to note that only one study reported here included a direct 

measure of behavior. As is common practice in the field, Study 1 and 2 relied on measures of 

behavioral intentions, while Study 3 relied on self-reports of recent behavior. There are clear 

limitations to these methods. Although stating an intention to undertake a behavior is 

assumed by the TPB to be the most direct psychological determinant of behavior (Ajzen, 

1985, 1991) doing so does not immediately translate to actually undertaking the behavior 

(intention-behavior gap; Sheeran, 2002). Indeed, Kormos and Gifford (2014) demonstrate 

that roughly 79% of the variance between self-reported and objective behavior remains 

unexplained. Unfortunately, it was not possible to measure actual shower duration in Study 3 

and we instead relied on participants’ own estimates. While some findings suggests that 

estimates of time spent in the shower correlate well with measured shower time (Energy 

Saving Trust, 2013; Mallett & Melchiori, 2016), others demonstrate that high users think that 

they are low users, and low users think that they are high users (Beal et al., 2013). Porter, 

Leeming, and Dwyer (1995) showed that proenvironmental interventions may have stronger 

effect on self-reported rather than actual behavior. Behavioral effects were however 
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confirmed on a direct measure of behavior in Study 4 in the form of sign-ups to a water-

saving retrofitting program. We do not, however, have data to confirm whether residents 

followed through with the program, or whether it led to water-savings. Additionally, the 

installation of water-efficient technologies may not always lead to optimal water savings 

because people may compensate by using more water (Geller, Erickson, & Buttram, 1983). It 

will be important for future research to consider such potential spillover effects in order to 

establish the overall total effect of the intervention.  

 The effectiveness of our ingroup norms appeal was investigated in four studies across 

three group contexts – a university student group (Studies 1 and 3), a group of city residents 

(Study 2), and a larger regional group (Study 4). Our evidence suggests that this approach, or 

variations of it, could be a promising avenue for further investigation. It is worth noting that 

examination of the baseline survey data (in Study 1 and 2) reveals that water savings 

intentions were generally above the scale midpoint in all contexts. Further replication in a 

wider range of populations will therefore be important in order to establish whether there 

must be some level of environmental concern already present at the collective level for 

ingroup norms campaigns to be effective. If the desired behavior is not prevalent within the 

referent group, rather than drawing attention to the negative descriptive norms (e.g. only a 

minority of local residents engage in water conservation behaviors), it may be possible to 

place greatest emphasis on a positive injunctive norm (e.g. the majority of local residents 

support actions that conserve water resources (e.g. Schultz et al., 2007)), or a positive 

dynamic norm (e.g. in the last month, 30% of local residents have begun to make an effort to 

conserve water; Sparkman & Walton, 2017), thus increasing the applicability of normative 

campaigns.  

Whilst the current studies showed that an information-only message is less effective 

than an ingroup norms appeal, a certain level of information may be required, if people are 
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unsure what the ideal behaviors are, or whether such behaviors are efficacious. Future 

research can explore the effectiveness of combining ingroup norms appeals with knowledge-

based or persuasive appeals. Previously, van der Linden (2015) demonstrated that providing 

both ingroup normative information (e.g., 65% of the current students are actively reducing 

their consumption of bottled water) and information (a one-page persuasive article), reduced 

intentions to buy bottled water, more than either approach in isolation. Future research may 

also examine how facilitating proenvironmental behavior can affect attitudes and more 

generalized behaviors. By providing entering university students with reusable water bottles 

in conjunction with social norms messaging, Santos and van der Linden (2016), demonstrated 

increased support for a bottled water ban and decreased bottled water consumption. 

 It will also be important for explore the boundary conditions of the effects reported 

here. Research within the social identity approach suggests that the power of group norms to 

influence the behavior of group members will be strongest for people for whom the salient 

social identity forms an integral part of their self-concept, that is, for individuals who identify 

strongly with the group (Abrams & Hogg, 1990). High, compared to low, levels of 

identification with the ingroup generally strengthens group-based effects, with individuals 

who identify strongly with the group being most likely to align their behavior to the group 

norms (e.g. Fielding et al., 2008; Terry & Hogg, 1996). Although we present evidence for the 

superior effectiveness of ingroup norms-based solutions compared to a standard social 

norms-based approach, the picture may be more complex and moderated by individuals’ 

levels of group identification. Specifically, if identification with a given referent group is 

low, a more traditional social norms appeal may prove more effective. For people low in 

identification, appealing to the larger population share adhering to a social norm amongst the 

general population may prove more persuasive (Lindbeck, Nyberg, & Weibull, 1999).  
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 Finally, future research should also consider the role of the intergroup comparative 

context. The social identity perspective suggests that social categories are understood in 

comparison to each other (Abrams & Hogg, 1988; Turner, Oakes, Haslam, & McGarty, 

1994). Individuals strive to differentiate themselves from outgroups in their judgements and 

in their behavior, and intergroup comparisons are made in a way that maximizes intergroup 

differences (Oakes, Haslam, & Turner, 1994). Accordingly, when normative information is 

provided about individuals from a social outgroup, the behavioral tendency is to engage in 

the opposite pattern of actions (e.g. Doosje et al,. 1998; Rijswijk, Haslam, & Ellemers, 2006). 

This tendency has been documented in the domain of environmental behavior. Rabinovich 

and colleagues (2012) found that intentions to engage in proenvironmental behavior were 

weakened when individuals compared their own national group (Britain) to an outgroup with 

a superior environmental record (Sweden), and strengthened when comparing to an outgroup 

perceived to be less environmentally conscious (USA, see also Ferguson, Branscombe, & 

Reynolds, 2011). While our approach involves crafting normative messages that encourage 

people to see water conservation as defining of their group (i.e. a positive ingroup norm), 

another effective approach may be to provide information about negative outgroup 

stereotypes, eliciting a behavioral contrast effect. Future research should examine how 

providing information about the wasteful water behaviors of outgroup members may provide 

a complementary application of social identity principles.  

 

Conclusions 

The present research demonstrates the potential of an ingroup norms appeal to 

motivate household water conservation behavioral intentions and behavior in a water scarce 

region. According to the social identity approach, and more specifically, the referent 

informational influence process, the process of psychologically belonging to a group means 

that attitudes and behaviors align with the norms advocated by the ingroup. In four studies, 
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we show that this process can be harnessed in a message-based campaign to promote 

household water conservation. An ingroup norms appeal was more effective than providing 

information alone, or a standard social norms message that neglects ingroup identities. 

Results highlight the ways in which the social identity approach can provide critical insights 

for practitioners seeking to maximize the power of social norms-based interventions and 

engage communities around water conservation.  
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Notes 

 

1 Calculated as: 27(households)x41(liters of water saved per day)]x365(days per year) 
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